Motivational Workbook

~15 Minutes to Positive Power~
As writers, we are weighed down by never ending word counts
and edits in an ever changing and competitive market. (Don't
even get me started on writing a synopsis!).
My triathlete peers are spending countless hours training
(again) for races cancelled over the last two years.
Despite all the stressors in our lives, we are often really good
at nagging ourselves to keep working harder towards our
goals.

We aren't so good at rewarding
ourselves for a job well done!
What happens when we keep grinding away at our goals,
never allowing ourselves to appreciate our efforts? Burn out,
self-doubt... quitting. The answer?

~Be good to yourself~

How? Harness Positive Power! Look inside for:

Page 1: Your Positive Feedback Loop
Page 2: Brainstorming
Page 3: Your Power Page

~Your Positive Feedback Loop~
Simply put, we are chemically motivated to repeat a behavior when
we get positive feedback (a reward). When dopamine is released
in our brain, it makes us feel good. It makes us want more. Dopamine
is released when we eat something tasty. It happens when we get
Likes, Retweets, Followers, and Friends.

It's what makes social media so addictive.
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Why not harness that same power in a positive way to enhance your
journey?
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How can you make this work for you?
1) You must acknowledge giving yourself a periodic reward is not only
fun, but important to your positive feedback loop and staying
motivated.
2) You need to find a list of rewards that work for you.
3) The hard part: you must give yourself the rewards!

Ready to Empower Yourself?

Brainstorming Rewards
Making your list of ideas

The Rules
1) The reward must be positive for you.
2) Don't list rewards that cause more stress or burden.
3) Use proportional rewards: smaller rewards for smaller
goals (time on social media, watch a favorite show). List
bigger reward ideas for achieving really big goals
(finishing a manuscript, doing that century bike ride).

Small Goal Rewards

Large Goal Rewards

Your Power Page
1) Make 2 copies of this page (1 for small rewards, 1 for big rewards).
Consider using 2 different colors of paper or 2 goal buckets.
2) From the Brainstorming Rewards ideas, pick several that make the
most impact. Start with those that make you smile or feel positive when
you see them. (You can always modify your list later, as you learn to
accept rewards).
3) List one in each box below.
4) Cut out the boxes, fold the strips of paper, and toss them into your reward
bucket(s). (Folding keep the reward secret until later).
5) Ready for a reward,? Dig into the bucket and be surprised.

